
+18%
Increase in revenue

+72,48%
Conversion increase

How Datatrics' CDP boosted
revenue and conversions for
Pinkcube



'We want to offer every website visitor
a unique and personalized customer
journey. This was not possible within
our current website, but the use of
data-driven recommendations from
Datatrics has made this possible.'

Marianne Wesselink - E-commerce
manager Pinkcube

About Pinkcube
Pinkcube is an online B2B retailer
specialized in printed promotional
items and business gifts. They operate
in the Dutch and Flemish markets.
Pinkcube makes it easily accessible for
companies to order personalized
promotional material by selecting
products with the highest quality and
guarantee perfect printing and
delivering times. 

With Datatrics, Pinkcube was able to
boost conversions by 72,48% in 2021. 

The Challenge

Create tailored customer journeys
for different users
Implement automated marketing
campaigns
Gather more insights into customer
behavior 
Increase website conversion rate

As many visitors visit Pinkcube with
different needs, demands, and
interests, ensuring that the right
product was shown to the right person
was challenging. Therefore, Pinkcube
created four key objectives:

Pinkcube worked with Datatrics' Gold
Partner APC (Achterhoek Performance
Center) to set up the initial
implementation of the Datatrics'
Customer Data Platform to realize
these objectives. 

Datatrics' Solution
Pinkcube and APC started with setting
up the first customer journey and
creating the correct touchpoints.
These touchpoints were shown at the
right moment to the right person. 

The biggest challenge was to create
tailor-made touchpoints for the
specific B2B audience. Pinkcube
invested in the right knowledge to be
able to manage Datatrics itself and
get the most out of the platform. Every
month the touchpoints were analyzed
and adjusted where needed, based
on the Datatrics Insights.



The website (through the API
connection with Datatrics)
Google Analytics
Google Ads
Microsoft Ads
Sendinblue
Trengo
Facebook
LinkedIn
Kiyoh

The website
Email
Advertising

The integrations that Pinkcube used
for the implementation of Datatrics
were:

The main channels that Pinkcube
activated with Datatrics are:

Tools

Pinkcube created a customer journey linked to their content and review platform
Kiyoh. Based on Datatrics' insights (see screenshot below: Datatrics Insights), it is
clear that most of Pinkcube's visitors are related to Authority. Authority and
credibility are the basis of trust. When we trust an individual, we as consumers
are easily influenced and persuaded to buy or use what this individual is using.
Especially in fields where we aren't experts. 

By showing Kiyoh results during the customer journey, Pinkcube realized a
conversion impact of 54,91%. 

Campaigns & Journeys
Customer journey with Kiyoh

Datatrics Insights - Pinkcube's visitors respond best to 'authority' as a
persuasion technique.



Emily

Emily

Pinkcube created an abandoned cart campaign based on two different price ranges. Visitors who have an
abandoned cart with a value under €1.000,00 receive an email without the option to get in touch with an account
manager. 

Visitors with an amount above €1.000,00 receive a reminder email with the option to get in touch with an account
manager immediately. The 2021 results for this campaign only showed a boost in revenue of more than 18%

Abandoned cart

Result: + 18% in
revenue



Pinkcube sees a significant uplift in the conversion rate thanks to Datatrics. In the past, they could not see
what phase of the customer journey a visitor was and at what stage they decided to drop out. 

Through the use of Datatrics, these insights became available. Pinkcube can take the visitor further in the
customer journey by using targeted touchpoints. This led to a significant increase in the conversion
percentage and revenue. 

Results

"Datatrics offers us the unique opportunity to use the power of all the
data we have to create unique customer journeys on the Pinkcube
website. The simplicity of setting up and optimizing the touchpoints was a
big plus for me. On top of that, support is easily accessible: if I have a
question, the right solution is there for me within minutes."

Marianne Wesselink - E-commerce Manager at Pinkcube

+18%
Increase in revenue

+72,48%
Conversion increase



They benefit from automated marketing campaigns like the
abandoned shopping cart campaign. 
They gain valuable insights into customers' behavior and can
make data-driven decisions.

With Datatrics, Pinkcube was able to guide prospects through
personalized customer journeys. As the results show, this created
a significant increase in the conversion rate. 

Other main achievements for Pinkcube:

Summary

Marketing personalization made easy

Do you like to know if Datatrics could improve your business as
well? You can now try Datatrics for free. Find out more here.
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